
Master the Art of Cutting and Striking with
Medieval Swords
Unveiling the Secrets of Medieval Swordsmanship

Prepare to embark on an extraordinary journey into the world of medieval
swordsmanship. "Cutting With The Medieval Sword: Theory and
Application" is an indispensable guide for martial arts practitioners,
historians, and enthusiasts seeking to delve into the captivating art of
cutting and striking with historical swords.
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This comprehensive work, authored by renowned master swordsman John
Clements, unravels the secrets of medieval swordsmanship, guiding you
through the intricate techniques and principles that defined this ancient
martial art. With meticulous detail and clear illustrations, "Cutting With The
Medieval Sword" empowers you to master the art of manipulating a variety
of swords, including the longsword, arming sword, and falchion.
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The Foundation of Cutting and Striking

"Cutting With The Medieval Sword" lays a solid theoretical foundation for
understanding the mechanics of cutting and striking with a medieval sword.
Master Clements meticulously dissects the principles of edge alignment,
body mechanics, and leverage, providing invaluable insights into the
techniques employed by medieval swordsmen.

Delving into the intricacies of sword geometry, the book explores how the
design of a sword influences its cutting and thrusting capabilities. You will
gain a profound understanding of the properties of different sword types
and how to harness their unique characteristics in combat.

Harnessing the Power of Cutting

Beyond theory, "Cutting With The Medieval Sword" delves into the practical
application of cutting techniques. Step-by-step instructions guide you
through the fundamental cuts, including the overhand cut, the underhand
cut, and the diagonal cut. You will learn how to execute these cuts with
precision, power, and control.

The book also explores advanced cutting techniques, such as the moulinet,
the zwerchau, and the krumphau. These complex maneuvers, often seen in
medieval manuscripts, were employed to deceive and overwhelm
opponents in combat. With "Cutting With The Medieval Sword," you will
unlock the secrets of these devastating techniques.

The Art of Striking and Thrusting

While cutting is a defining aspect of medieval swordsmanship, "Cutting
With The Medieval Sword" also delves into the art of striking and thrusting.
You will learn how to strike with the pommel, crossguard, and blade of your



sword, utilizing these techniques to stun, disarm, or incapacitate your
adversary.

The book provides detailed instructions on thrusting techniques, including
the straight thrust, the reverse thrust, and the thrust from the guard. These
techniques, essential for both armored and unarmored combat, are
dissected with precision and clarity.
Practical Applications in Combat

"Cutting With The Medieval Sword" goes beyond mere technical
instruction, exploring the practical applications of these techniques in
medieval combat. Through historical examples and analysis, the book
sheds light on how medieval swordsmen employed cutting, striking, and
thrusting in real-world scenarios.

You will learn how to adapt these techniques to different combat situations,
such as fighting in close quarters, against multiple opponents, or when
facing an opponent with a different weapon. The book also examines the
psychological and tactical aspects of medieval swordsmanship, providing
valuable insights into the mindset and strategies of medieval warriors.

Connecting to the Past

"Cutting With The Medieval Sword" is not merely a technical manual; it is a
bridge to the past. By studying the techniques and principles outlined in this
book, you will gain a deeper appreciation for the martial art that shaped
medieval warfare and chivalry.

The book draws heavily on historical sources, including medieval fencing
manuals and contemporary accounts of combat. These sources provide



invaluable insights into the methods and tactics used by medieval
swordsmen, offering a glimpse into the martial world of the Middle Ages.
Embracing the Legacy of Medieval Swordsmanship

"Cutting With The Medieval Sword: Theory and Application" is an essential
resource for anyone seeking to master the art of medieval swordsmanship.
Whether you are a martial arts practitioner, a historical reenactor, or simply
fascinated by the history of combat, this book will provide you with a wealth
of knowledge and practical guidance.

By embracing the techniques and principles outlined in this book, you will
not only develop your swordsmanship skills but also connect with the
legacy of medieval warriors. "Cutting With The Medieval Sword" empowers
you to step into the shoes of these legendary fighters and experience the
thrill and challenge of medieval combat.

Free Download your copy today and embark on an extraordinary journey
into the art of cutting and striking with medieval swords.
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Senator Leahy: A Life in Scenes
Senator Patrick Leahy's memoir, A Life in Scenes, is a deeply personal
and moving account of his life and career. The book is full of vivid...

Magda: A Mother's Love, A Daughter's
Redemption - A Journey of Triumph Over
Tragedy
Immerse Yourself in the Captivating True Story of Magda Trocm&eacute;
In the tranquil hills of Le Chambon-sur-Lignon, France, during the darkest
hours of World War II, Magda...
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